which appear there. Throughout the discussions of this and subsequent sections g shall denote an arbitrary algebraically closed field. THEOREM 
Theorems of Frobenius and McCoy.
THEOREM 3.1 [4] . Let A { (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) be a set of commutative matrices. Let f(x iy x 2 , . . . , x k ) be any polynomial with coefficients in $. The characteristic roots of A if XH (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) may be so ordered that the characteristic roots of f(A lf A 2 , . . . ,A k ) aref(X lh X 2/ , . . . , X*,-). This ordering is the same for every f.
Every finite set of matrices (Ai), commutative or otherwise, which enjoys the property of the preceding theorem will be said to have the Frobenius Property. THEOREM 3.2 [7] . Let Let z be an indeterminate, and I = A 0 the unit matrix. Following [3] , define matrices A k and constants c k recursively as follows :
Then we have [3 ] : As above, 9? = dl' + 5R where SK' ^ 9î -5ft and where 9Î' is a commutative semi-simple algebra. By Theorem 2.8 it may be assumed without loss of generality that 9?' is a diagonal algebra.
Since the nullity of the column space of 9? is n c1 there exists a matrix H of rank n c such that HN = 0, for every N G 9?. Clearly the row vectors of H form a basis for the complement of the column space of 9?; that is, if 0 is a row vector such that cf>N = 0 for every N Ç 91, then </ > is a linear combination of the row vectors of H; for otherwise the nullity of the column space of 91 would be greater than n c .
A matrix is in Hermite form if it is "triangular with zeros above the diagonal; with every diagonal element either zero or one; if the diagonal element in any row is zero, the entire row is zero; if the diagonal element in any column is one, every other element of the column is zero" [6, p. 35].
It may be assumed that H is in Hermite form ; for otherwise one may multiply H on the left by a non-singular matrix P which brings H into Hermite form [6, p. 35] and then (PH)N = H'N = 0 for every N Ç 9f. It will be shown that each of the n c non-zero row vectors of H is a characteristic row vector. In the example given below n c ^ n r . This indicates that one cannot in general expect to get an expression for n c or n r in terms of the Weyr or Segre characteristics of the matrices involved; for the latter invariants do not differentiate between the structure of the row spaces and the column spaces of the matrices. 5. A mapping theorem. 3Ê is said to be a module over f Ç if 36 is a linear subset of an algebra over %.
Let ï and §) be modules over %. Let $ be a mapping of H onto §) which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If ï has a unit €, then g) has a unit e', and $(e) = e f .
C: (2) $ is linear, i.e., if X i G ï and a { G g, then $(£ a t -X,) = £ ^*(Z t .). Since $ is linear it will be sufficient to show that
If I is the unit matrix, each of the following products vanishes:
Hence the image under the mapping <£ of each of these products vanishes. We obtain successively: 
A = S + N, A' = S' + N', S,S'
Using (1) and (2) we may write
$(AA') = $(A-N)$(A'-N') + $(N") t $(A)$(A') = [$(A-JS0 + Hty][$(A'-N') + $(N')], -$(N)$(N') = 0 mod^'.
In the preceeding theorem it has been assumed that the field g was algebraically closed. The following example shows that Theorem 5.2 is not necessarily true if the field is not algebraically closed. Thus some condition on g is necessary. It may be proved that the theorem still holds if the condition of algebraic closure is replaced by the somewhat weaker condition that the characteristic roots of every element of SI all lie in g\ Let Ra denote the rational field and let SI be an algebra over Ra with basis elements I and A, where / is the identity and A 2 = -I. Define a mapping <ï > of St onto 31 as follows:
Clearly <£(/) = I; $ is linear; and since A has no proper zero divisors, $ satisfies C. a vacuously. The radical of SI is zero. Note however that
Note also that if the complex field were used instead of the rational field, and <ï > defined similarly, then condition C 3 would not be satisfied. For
$(il + A)*(il -A) = [(*+ l)I + A][(i-1)1 -A] = -J.
6. The assignment of a common order to the characteristic roots of certain sets of matrices. Let 21 be a subalgebra of a total matric algebra 5DÎ of order n 2 over an algebraically closed field %. Suppose that the identity matrix / is in St .  Let \ij (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote the characteristic roots of A { 6 SI.
31 is said to have property P G if the characteristic roots of every pair of matrices A,, A 2 Ç St may be so ordered that the characteristic roots of A x + A 3 are Kj + X a/ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,») .
St is said to have property P x if the characteristic roots of every finite set of k matrices (A { )J OEI G St may be so ordered that the characteristic roots of J^ a { Ai are £ a,-X</ (j = 1,2,...,») for all a< Ç g.
t=i
The ordering of the roots in property P 0 is not assumed to be unique. It is conceivable, a priori, that the 7th characteristic root of A x + A 2 is X 17 -+ X 2/ but that for some a £ % the jth characteristic root of A x + aA 2 is X 13 ; + aX 2 &; thus it seems possible that the jth root of A x may associate with the 7th root of A 2 but that for some a Ç $ the jth root of yl x will associate with the &th root of aA 2 . That this is not so is proved in [1(a), m (a), p(a), q(a)]. Since 1(a), m (a), p(a) , and q(a) are integers between 1 and n it follows that at most n* distinct quadruplets can be obtained by letting a run over %. Since % is algebraically closed it is an infinite field and hence there exist an infinite number of distinct a { £ S 1(c), m(c), p(m, c) ]. Proceeding as in Lemma 6.1, one obtains that X 3 j ( /, a>6>c) = X 3m(J -, a)6iC) for all a, b, c G S 0 = 1> 2, . . . , n). Similarly keeping^, a, and c fixed gives the result that X 2/ = X 2m(Ji0>6 , c) . From these facts the desired result follows readily. THEOREM 6.1. Properties P 0 and P x are equivalent.
Clearly P x implies P 0 . The fact that P 0 implies P x follows from a simple induction on the number of matrices in Lemma 6.2. 
